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AI-POWERED
Contract Management Software  
Digitize, automate & streamline your contract management process with Volody’s AI CLM software.

Schedule demoStart free trial
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70
 %

 in-house legal teams were buried in low-value work.
With Volody’s AI contract lifecycle management (CLM) software, legal teams can streamline their contract management and focus on the key deliverables and strategic issues.











 5 STEP CONTRACT MANAGEMENT PROCESS
One platform for all contracts
Volody’s AI contract management software makes contracting effortless and streamlines each step of the lifecycle with AI & ML features
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Automate Contracts
[image: Automate Contracts]
Automate contract drafting with legal approved templates to accelerate contracting cycles with our AI contract management software.
Learn more 
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Collaborate
[image: Collaborate]
Streamline redlining and effortlessly collaborate with all your stakeholders using your editor of choice (Google docs/MS word)
Learn more 
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Streamline Approval Workflows 
[image: Streamline Approval Workflows ]
Configure contract approval workflows and get a contract ready for signature with our no-code workflows builder.
Learn more 
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Central Repository 
[image: Central Repository ]
Establish a centralized contract repository to securely store all contracts in one convenient location. Maintain records of renewals, milestones, & important contractual obligations diligently.
Learn more 
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E-Signature
[image: E-Signature]
Digitally sign your contracts with your native e-signature provider like DocuSign, Adobe Sign etc.
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Accelerate your contracting process
Global enterprises choose Volody’s AI CLM software to stay on top of all their contracts and improve organizational performance.
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70%
Productivity Improvement


40%
Shorter Contracting Cycle


30%
Administrative Cost Saving


99%
Customer Adoption & Retention







Advanced AI Capabilities

[image: Clause suggestions ]Clause suggestions Get smart clause suggestions based on your previously executed agreements using the proprietary AI engine of our AI contract management software.



[image: Digitize legacy contracts]Digitize legacy contractsDigitize all your legacy documents by bulk uploading them in our AI contract management software and extract key meta data using our OCR engine



[image: Extract obligation]Extract obligationQuickly extract all contractual obligations and smartly assign them to the respective business user in our AI contract management software



[image: Analyze risk]Analyze riskReceive alerts for any potential risk or missing clauses in your contracts and make sure you draft compliant risk-free contracts.
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Integrates with your favourite tools
500+ bi-directional integrations to reduce manual contract management and make your contracting cycle shorter and smoother.
Schedule demo 
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Testimonial
Working with over 150+ happy clients across the globe




My grateful thanks to all of you for your focus and time commitment to understand Centrum’s requirements in terms of the deliverables from this software and the customisation that was done to meet the same. Your efforts have resulted in Centrum having a utility that now seamlessly manages the legal, secretarial and compliance requirements at the group level, enhancing team efficiency and productivity.Wish you success in your future endeavours.

Raji Vishwanathan
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With the help of Volody, our Contract Management, Secretarial and Compliance process have become very smooth and we are getting timely reminders on the compliance before the due date, this helps us to remain compliant all the time. Conducting a board meeting has become an easy process with complete protection of critical board information and exchange of meeting documents is happening through the software in an efficient way. Great after sales support.

Rahul Sawale
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Volody team has been extremely supportive to provide us with the Insider Trading Compliance platform as per our requirement. Their platform has helped us comply with the new SEBI regulation of structured digital database and their software is also very easy to use. Volody team’s support post the software installation has also been great! Thanks to team Volody.

Ramesh Periasamy
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Thank you team Volody for tour commitment and support. Appreciate your efforts in installing the Insider Trading Compliance software at our organization.

Himanshu Gaur
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Volody has developed a good understanding of our process and found a way to successfully automate our secretarial and compliance requirements. We are satisfied and happy with the Volody Secretarial and Compliance Management software.

Srilakshmi Surendran
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We deal with 1000+ contracts annually, keeping track and getting updates from businesses is a tough task. Volody team helped us solve this problem and provide us with a complete contract lifecycle management solution. Now our legal team can be on top of all the agreements and effortlessly draft and execute them. I'm likely to recommend Volody.

J P N Singh
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Thanks a lot team Volody. I appreciate the dedication and support extended to us during the difficult phase of Coronavirus lockdown to complete our activities with respect to the SEBI regulations on Insider Trading. Well done.

Sandeep Poddar
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Thank you for the efforts. Please also thank the team and I look forward to you continuing to support the team here in future.

Sampath Rajgopalan
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Volody solution helped in automation of compliances at SIDBI and its subsidiaries.

Saurabh Tiwari
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My grateful thanks to all of you for your focus and time commitment to understand Centrum’s requirements in terms of the deliverables from this software and the customisation that was done to meet the same. Your efforts have resulted in Centrum having a utility that now seamlessly manages the legal, secretarial and compliance requirements at the group level, enhancing team efficiency and productivity.Wish you success in your future endeavours.

Raji Vishwanathan
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With the help of Volody, our Contract Management, Secretarial and Compliance process have become very smooth and we are getting timely reminders on the compliance before the due date, this helps us to remain compliant all the time. Conducting a board meeting has become an easy process with complete protection of critical board information and exchange of meeting documents is happening through the software in an efficient way. Great after sales support.

Rahul Sawale
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CLM software case studies
Explore how global organizations are streamlining their contracting operations with Volody’s contract management software
Read more


[image: Leading multinational telecom operator uncovers value with volody]Telecom INDUSTRY
Leading multinational telecom operator uncovers value with volody
Read more



[image: One of the largest e-commerce distributors of beauty, wellness and fashion products digitizes their contracts using VOLODY CLM]e-commerce
One of the largest e-commerce distributors of beauty, wellness and fashion products digitizes their contracts using VOLODY CLM
Read more






AI contract management software designed to assist all teams
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Volody for Legal
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Volody for Finance
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Volody for Legal
[image: Volody for Legal]
Automate manual admin work and focus on big-picture strategic issues with our easy to use AI contract management software. Draft watertight contract and manage all contract requests on a single platform.
Learn more 
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Volody for Sales
[image: Volody for Sales]
Top-rated AI contract management software for sales teams to create contracts directly from your CRM of choice and empower your sales representatives to dedicate more time to focus on closing deals and generating revenue effectively. 
Learn more 
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Volody for Procurement
[image: Volody for Procurement]
Streamline contracting operations and keep track of all vendor deliverables with our AI contract management software. Create a single source of all obligations and ensure complete compliance. 
Learn more 
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Volody for Finance
[image: Volody for Finance]
Turn static documents into digital data points and accurately monitor spend across all your contracts to keep track of your cashflow. Identify and minimize risk with our AI contract management software you for contractual risks. 
Learn more 











AI CLM Software tutorial to help you get started
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Dashboard
How to create customized dashboard



[image: Creating workflow in Volody CLM]

Workflow
Creating workflow in Volody CLM
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Obligation
Managing obligation and setting reminders






Check out our latest contract management blogs





Book a personalized AI 
 CLM software demo

[image: Schedule a live, interactive demo with a Volody’s contracting specialist.]Schedule a live, interactive demo with a Volody’s contracting specialist.


[image: Understand your current contracting bottlenecks & get tailor-made solutions.]Understand your current contracting bottlenecks & get tailor-made solutions.


[image: Explore how Volody's AI CLM can supercharge your contracting process.]Explore how Volody's AI CLM can supercharge your contracting process.




Looking to transform your contracting?
 Fill in your details below and receive a personalized interactive demo from one of our contracting experts
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Eco House 604, Vishveshwar Nagar Rd, Churi Wadi, Goregaon, Mumbai 400063
+91 8080-809-301
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INC Business Lawyers 1103 - 11871 Horseshoe Way, 2nd Floor, Richmond BC V7A 5H5 CANADA
+1 917-724-2760
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Volody Products Inc 2578 Broadway #534 New York, NY 10025-8844 United States
+1 917-724-2760
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